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"Toonces", Oil on Linen Canvas, 10"H x 8"W; Framed and the SNL Poster 
 
“I have the Toonces painting right by my desk - Makes me happy! The artist really nailed it!”  
- Linda H. New York NY 
 
Between 1989 and 1993, Toonces the Driving Cat appeared on NBC’s Saturday Night Live in a recurring 
skit that is popular to this day (You can check them out on YouTube; the tagline is that Toonces can drive 
a car “...just not very well”). The real life Toonces was a much loved silver tabby living in Manhattan. His 
portrait is a memorial gift from a thoughtful friend who gave me complete creative license. Since it was a 
surprise, the only photos I had were from google images and I chose the one above as my primary 
reference. 
 
My concept was to paint Toonces and incorporate elements from his starring role on SNL. So his pose 
mimics his ‘driving’ posture and his angel wings are at the same time a vintage steering wheel similar to 
what can be seen in the skit. The NBC peacock and recognizable ‘TOONCES’ lettering complete my nod 
to his acting career. More subtle is the sunset sky - the colors mirror the warm tones in the peacock logo 
but more importantly symbolize kitty heaven. Even with the busy background I made sure that the cat is 
the star of this portrait with his face looking straight at the viewer. 
 
I love to paint cats and dogs and strive to capture their personalities and the setting where they are most 
comfortable. Portraits are done from photographs in oil on linen and typically take 2 - 4 months to 
complete and to allow time for the paint to dry. All pet portraits include a $50 donation in your name to 
The Spayed Club, a 501(c)(3) nonprofit committed to solving dog and cat overpopulation in the 
Philadelphia area and beyond. 
 
This artwork is one-of-a-kind authentic, original artwork. All copyright and reproduction rights are reserved 
by Emily Gilman Beezley. 
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